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For more than 30 years, Rosenborg has been one of the 
leading manufacturers of weather stations, and the well-
known brand now comes with a completely new and 
beautiful range for all kinds of weather.

The company Adexi A/S has taken over the brand, and it’s 
an honor and with great pride, that we are now launching 
the new products on the market, not just in the whole of 
Scandinavia but also in the rest of Europe. 

Therefore, welcome the range of beautiful new products 
that cover every need. And welcome the beautiful newly 
designed sales cartons.

Rosenborg is back in elegant style! 

The weather is undergoing major changes in these years 
due to climate change, and therefore information about 
the weather is becoming more and more interesting for 
all of us. The weather in Scandinavia and Europe we 
can rarely get enough of discussing with each other, 
and it is frequently used as a topic when we smalltalk - 

WEATHER - AMAZING 
AND ALWAYS CHANGING

perhaps because it is so irregular and unpredictable? 
Everything else would be so much easier if only we 
knew the exact weather forecast for tomorrow.

With Rosenborg’s selection of functional weather stati-
ons and rain gauges in high quality, you get the opportuni-
ty to be informed about the weather forecast for the next 
12-24 hours and measure temperature both indoors and 
outdoors. You simply get the opportunity to keep an eye 
on the weather.

ROSENBORG – THE WELL-
KNOWN QUALITY IS BACK 
WITH A NEW RANGE FOR 
ALL KINDS OF WEATHER



WEATHER 
STATION
WS2350

Base station: Powered by 3xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.)

Remote sensor: Powered by 2xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.) Item no: 81560002

Wireless indoor/outdoor temperature and humidity

Wind/gust speed and wind direction (compass)

Barometric pressure 24-hour history graph (inHg or hPa)

Time, date, calendar, time alarm and moon phase

Rainfall rate and totals for day, week, month, year and life-time total 

Wind chili, dew point and heat index display

Forecast icons based on changing barometric pressure

Solar light intensity and UV index

12 or 24-hour time display

PC softare (requires Wi-Fi connection; downloaded)

Back light high/low adjustable when connected to power adapter



WEATHER 
STATION
WS2901

Included one transmitter

Base station: Powered by 3xAAA Alkaline batteries: (not incl.)

Remote sensor: Powered by 2xAA Alkaline batteries (not incl.) Item no: 81560001

Wireless outdoor/indoor temperature (F° or C”)

Wireless outdoor/indoor humidity (%RH)

Wind/gust speed and wind direction (compass)

Barometric history display (12, 24, 48 or 72 hrs.)

High/low alarm options for sensors

12 or 24-hour time display, calendar, date and time alarm

Wind chili, dew point and heat index display

Rainfall rate and totals for day, week, month and lifetime total

Moon phase



WEATHER 
STATION
WS2811

Possible to receive and display temperature & humidity of up to 3 channels

Powered by:  3xAAA (base station) + 2xAA (sensor) 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.) Item no: 81560005

Extra sensor

Temperature 

& humidity sensor

Compatible with weather 

station 81560005

Transmission distance: 

100 meters

WH2811

Item no. 81900006

Indoor/outdoor temperature (F° or C°) 

and humidity (%RH)

Min/max records for temperature/humidity 

12 or 24-hour time display, calendar, 

moon phase and weather forecast

Barometric pressure 

– 12/24/48/72-hour history data display

Colour LCD display



WEATHER 
STATION
WS1170 

Base station: Powered by 3xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.)

Remote sensor: Powered by 2xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.) Item no: 81560003

Wireless indoor/outdoor temperature (F°or C°)

Barometric pressure 24-hour history graph  

(inHg or hPa) and humidity (%RH)

12 or 24-hour time display, calendar and time 

alarm w/snooze

Records min. and max. humidity/temperature

High light LED backlight



WEATHER 
STATION
WS1280

Base station: Powered by 2xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.)

Remote sensor: Powered by 2xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.) Item no: 81560004

Wireless indoor/outdoor temperature (F°or C°)

Barometric pressure 24-hour history graph (inHg or hPa)

12 or 24-hour time display, calendar and time alarm w/snooze

Records min. and max. humidity/temperature

Time Zone setting



Weather stations are becoming more and more popular 
to have at home, as with a weather station you can 
have full control of the weather situation around the 
clock. 

And as the weather is undergoing major changes, the 
information about the weather is becoming more and 
more interesting for all of us.

Here are some of the weather phenomena that 
weather experts predict we will experience in 
the future:
 

WEATHER STATIONS

CLIMATE OF THE FUTURE

MORE 
CLOUDBURSTS

TEMPERATURE 
RISES STORM SURGE WIND

Several heavy rainfall 
events in the summer, 
although summer rainfall 
in general is expected to 
remain unchanged. The 
heaviest rainfall events 
are expected to be even 
heavier.

The temperature of the 
year rises gradually 
through the century. 
The warming is felt at all 
times of the year with a 
tendency of the greatest 
warming in summer and 
autumn.

Storm surges are expected 
to rise about as much as 
the mean water level. Thus, 
the water level rises for both 
the frequent incidents with 
elevated water levels and 
the rare, high storm surges. 
What one day is a 20-year 
storm surge can happen 
every one or two years.

We are unlikely to see 
major changes in mean 
wind strength. However, 
there are differences in 
the climate models that 
make it uncertain whether 
the wind strength and 
the number of storms will 
increase, decrease or 
remain unchanged.



RAIN 
GAUGE
RG5360

Base station: Powered by 3xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.) 

Outdoor sensor: Powered by 1xAA 1.5V Alkaline battery (not incl.) Item no: 81560006

Rain measuring 1h/24h, daily, weekly, monthly, 

yearly record

Rain measuring min/max.

lndoor/outdoor temperature and humidity with 

precision and accuracy

Self-emptying Rain Collector

Rainfall alarm function

Rain grade graph display



RAIN 
GAUGE
RG0530

Base station: Powered by 2xAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.) 

Remote sensor: Powered by 2xAAA 1.5V Alkaline batteries (not incl.) Item no: 81560008

Rain measuring 1h, 24h, weekly, monthly and total record

Rain measuring min/max.

Radio controlled time and date

12 /24 hours time mode and calendar

Indoor temperature

Time zone setting and time alarm



WEATHER 
STATION
WS0270

Base station: Powered by 1xAA 1.5V Alkaline battery (not incl.) 

Remote sensor: Powered by 1xAA 1.5V Alkaline battery (not incl.) Item no: 81560007

lndoor/outdoor temperature 

lndoor humidity 

History high/low records for indoor/outdoor 

temperature and indoor humidity 



WS2350 WS2901 WS2811 WS1170 WS1280 RG5360 RG0530 WS0270

81560002 81560001 81560005 81560003 81560004 81560006 81560008 81560007

Color display X X

Indoor temperature X X X X X X X X

Outdoor temperature X X X X X X X

Indoor humidity X X X X X X X

Outdoor humidity X X X X

Barometric pressure X X X X

Weather forecast X X X X X

Wind speed X X

Wind direction X X

Wind chill X X

Dew point X X X X

Heat index X X

Rain fall date X X X X

UV and UV index X X

Solar radiation X X

Calendar X X X X X X X

Moon phase X X X

HI/LO alarm for weather data X X X X X X

MAX/MIN records X X X X X X X X

Backlight X X X X X X

Internal Memory X

WU app support X X

WS View app support X X

Upload to customer service X X

PC software Weather 
Smart IP

PRODUCT FEATURES
Rosenborg has a large selection of weather stations on the market, 
and they are available in all price ranges. However, it can often be 
difficult to find out which weather station is right for your needs.

Below you can get an overview of the different 
models from Rosenborg. In that way, you can 
best make sure you choose the right model with 
the right features for you.
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